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Rethinking Risk In The Realm Of
Relocation - Leveraging The Law Of
Large Numbers
Dynamic shifts in the global economy
and the relocation sector have
coincided with the maturation of the
mobility industry. These converging
circumstances present a genuine
opportunity for the industry’s
corporates, vendors and associations
to gain a deeper understanding and
mastery of the risks inherent to their
business en route to delivering added
value, product and service innovation,
and new diversified revenue streams.
Capitalising on this fleeting opportunity
will require that industry players
replace established patterns of passive,
transactional insurance procurement with
alliance partnerships while reconfiguring
data in the context of strategic risk
management.

Risk Fundamentals: A Primer
Far too often, risk is confused with loss, a
much simpler, yet decidedly more negative
concept. A loss is a loss; it is related to a
gain only to the extent that a gain is a loss’s
inherent opposite. The notion of deriving
gain from risk to many, smacks of the
oxymoronic, if not outright blasphemy.
In general terms, risk is defined as the
likelihood of an event with a negative
outcome occurring, and is gauged in
terms of frequency and severity. How
often does it/could it happen, and how
costly does it/could it get?
Compounding the confusion is the fact
that a loss of any magnitude or origin that
happens with predictable regularity isn’t
by anyone’s definition a risk, but rather
a certainty. Yet time and again, tunnelvisioned insurance procurement decisions
are made with loss in mind instead of risk.
Ironically, in the banking sector and
fixed income markets, where interest
rates are in some respects merely a
numeric expression of risk, no one seems
to struggle with the concept of deriving
gains from interest. Perhaps it is owing
to the fact that insurance has long been
perceived as the unloved stepchild of the
financial services family. Or a necessary,
but unsavoury bit of bitter medicine to be
swallowed reluctantly.

No wonder then, that insurance, a
risk management tool among many,
is thought of only in terms of costs and
not considered for its revenue or value
creating potential.
Insurance and risk management
practitioners have for years been
harnessing the power of risk to generate
handsome returns. Returns that have been,
over the last decade, despite a flurry of
high profile catastrophic events, the envy
of the financial services marketplace.
Managing risk has traditionally been
the exclusive domain of large enterprise,
and includes everything from traditional
insurance, loss control engineering,
to business process re-engineering,
outsourcing, and straight out avoidance.
Fundamentally, low frequency, high
severity events that an organisation does
not have the financial wherewithal to
bear are typically transferred to more
solvent parties in exchange for a premium
via traditional insuring contracts. In
the extreme form they are referred
to as catastrophic. Higher frequency,
lower-severity events are retained, and
are reflected in insurance contracts in
the form of deductibles or excesses. It
is unquestionably equal parts art and
science determining the optimal alchemy
and thresholds.
While comprehensive risk exposure
profiles, cost of risk assessments,
alternative risk financing schemes and loss
control mechanisms are typically deployed
in respect only of large, often times
multinational enterprise, the varied and
global nature of the relocation industry
niche, requires that much smaller players
tear a page or two from the big kids’
playbook, and adopt downsized but ever
relevant and applicable risk strategies to
effectively manage and ultimately derive
gain from risk.
Unfortunately, after decades of industry
consolidation and regional disparity, the
insurance and risk industry is neither
calibrated nor disposed to dispense
this level of expert service to the small,
dynamic international businesses that
comprise our industry.

The myriad privately held, small-tomedium size enterprises that constitute
the on-site service backbone of the
relocation industry, on a standalone basis,
can only aspire to be insurance purchasers
in respect of their own operations year
after year.
Collectively however, the picture looks
much more promising.
Without having to go so far as matching
the arithmetic prowess (or, heaven
forbid, sartorial stylings) of actuarial
mathematicians, relocation industry
vendors and service providers, through
partnering with forward-thinking financial
services innovators dedicated to the
sector, can harness the power of risk. By
aggregating the collective purchasing power
of their business partners, astute managers
of risk can bring that to bear against the
market to achieve optimal programme
design, terms, pricing and revenue.

The Law of Large Numbers
Simply put, the Law of Large Numbers
and probability theory dictate that the
average of the outcomes observed from
a large number of events will approach
an anticipated number based on simple
arithmetic, and will tend to become closer
to that expected amount as an increasing
number of events are observed.
A familiar concept from the world of
procurement asserts that the average cost
of widgets will be expected to fall as the
number of widgets purchased increases. On
the risk front, the premise is different but the
outcome is similar. The amount of premium
that needs to be charged to accommodate
for uncertainty falls as uncertainty is
reduced. Affordability is achieved by
increasing the data set and in turn reducing
uncertainty. In the procurement world, it’s
called volume discounting. In the world of
risk, it is referred to as pooling risks and is
ideally suited to niche business and global
boutique operations, indeed far moreso
than the highly commoditised domestic
markets.

Revolutionary Perspectives
A risk rethink is on order on all fronts.
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Opportunities to achieve elusive critical
mass, to effectively pool risks within the
relocation sector are abound.
Corporates may be well advised
to revisit existing programmes and
unmanaged risks, and ask whether their
vendors enjoy a more proximate and
holistic perspective on the risks inherent
to mobility, and if indeed vendors might
be better disposed to procure aggregate
programmes and actually deliver superior
solutions than those that they might be
able to even recognise, address or manage
themselves.
Vendors in turn would be wise to
examine their businesses to identify areas
where new risks exposures are introduced
to their operations vis a vis their clients,
and whether they are ideally situated to
bring the collective purchasing power of
all their clients to bear against the market,
and achieve superior pricing and terms
in the course of enhancing value and
distinguishing their market offering.
Competitors in the same space could
be well served to assess whether it might
pay dividends to set aside market rivalries
to the extent that risk solutions and
insurance procurement are concerned.
Vendors of a similar ilk in parallel
industries have a track record of organising
the formation of purchasing groups and/
or reciprocals based on their relative
competitive advantages, relationships and
understanding around a given risk.
Finally, the industry’s associations might
ask themselves if they have overlooked a
glaring opportunity to retain and attract
members.
Industry trade associations have a
pivotal role to play in drawing awareness
to the gains that can be derived from
pooling risk through presenting affinity
programmemes. Such schemes serve
to legitimise the organisation through
the delivery of improved terms,
better pricing, reduced underwriting
requirements and less application
administration to the membership. This
new negotiating strength can often leave
room for a diversified revenue stream for
the organisation itself, taking pressure off
of conference revenues and membership
fees, and perhaps, just maybe, even
improving the quality of banquet dinners
and wine selections.

Data is the Key
As it is with any new initiative these days,
data is the critical key. In recent years the
relocation industry has taken great strides

toward capturing and analysing data
specifically with regards to pricing and
customer satisfaction. Until similar gains
are made on the risk front, industry sellers
and buyers alike will be at the mercy of
operational uncertainties and purely
transactional insurance procurement
relationships where transparent alliance
partnerships could take root and thrive.
That having been said, market players
will be comforted to know that the
challenge is not to identify and catalogue
strange new data sets and pioneer trailblazing software systems to track hitherto
unknown variables. The data that is
required to adequately assess and manage
risk are the very data that the industry
routinely uses to go about its business.
The industry need only repackage
and present that data in a way that is
meaningful to underwriters.

A Case Study
The care hire industry long ago recognised
that it was far simpler and infinitely more
cost-effective for people to procure their
integrated damage waiver than it would
be for every individual or corporation to
contact their broker, who would in vain try
to find an insurer that could be bothered
to incur the risk and administrative
expense for a three day rental contract.
While reserving comment on the quality
of coverage or claims service, I will credit
the industry for recognising it was ideally
situated to pool risks and respond to a
genuine need, and acting on it.
Soon thereafter, credit card companies
recognised that they too could distinguish
their premium card offerings by leveraging
the law of large numbers to include
default rental car insurance and reap
additonal profits. Not to be outdone, the
homeowners’ insurance carriers thereafter
woke up and determined that there was
value to be created and money to be made
by including ‘non owned’ auto insurance
coverage as a standard enhancement on
high-end policies, while corporations
negotiated coverage enhancement with
fleet insurers to include hire cars for
business travellers.

Applying The Lessons
The relocation industry enjoys several
distinct and material advantages over the
care hire industry, above and beyond the
absence of polyester uniforms and offices
located in underground parking lots at
the airport.
One is spread of risk. The global nature

of the business generates an appealing
spread of risk whereby it is more unlikely
that one catastrophic event could knock
all players out of the game.
The second relates to the profile of
international assignees. Whereas the
car hire agency must serve every Tom,
Dick and Harry that walks off the street
with a drivers’ license, the relocation
industry typically interacts with educated,
well-remunerated, savvy international
executives. From an insurance perspective,
that translates to a low risk of ‘moral
hazard’ or fraud, and as such a highly
desirable sub-segment of the market.
Another relative upside is the comparative
order of magnitudes of product price
and risk solution price. Incredibly, car
hire agencies have been wildly successful
in adding a two-digit surcharge onto a
two-digit price point. Relocation vendors
however, even in a highly competitive
marketplace, would at most be adding a
two- or three-digit surcharge onto a fouror five-digit price point.
Finally, whereas automobile insurance
in general was no mystery to underwriters
when the car hire agencies leapt into the
fray decades ago, at the present moment,
international mobility and relocation
market players know their business far
better than the insurance marketplace
at large. Organisations that mobilise
resources quickly to embrace a progressive
perspective with respect to risk will garner
the keen attention of underwriting partners
seeking to form alliances to produce timely
cost saving solutions, deliver innovative
value and generate new revenue.
Ill-informed skeptics may perceive the
integration of protection and risk solution
elements into the vendor service offering
on a default, ‘opt-out’ basis as a desperate
and brazen cash grab. Those who bother
to pursue a deeper understanding may be
surprised to discover forward thinking
innovators who delivered timely and costeffective risk solutions. This appreciation
may be underscored in light of abundant
evidence of shifting trends and emerging
developments in the industry.
Historically, the relocation industry’s
risk consolidators have been the removals
industry providers. Unquestionably, the
pooling of international household goods
risk has given rise to a comprehensive
series of protection programmes with
innovative coverage enhancements
reflecting the nuanced and distinct needs
of corporates and transferees alike.
However, recent demographics shifts
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whereby transferees are more likely
to be light-travelling Millenials than
Boomers, shorter assignment durations,
intensified procurement discipline and
the emergence of the furnished corporate
accommodation sector, are a sampling
of causative factors that will serve to
undermine the dominant position
removers have enjoyed.
In the New Normal, removers will
necessarily abandon their defensive
postures and forge alliances, engender a
higher degree of transparency and break
free from linear ‘point A to point B’
perspectives should they hope to retain,
and perhaps enhance, the risk-related
revenue streams that have enabled many
to endure in a notoriously cut-throat
environment of competition.
Meanwhile, vendors who have been
to date politely kept at bay by the
removals sector, deliberately chose to

eschew risk solutions, or simply were
blissfully unaware of the value and
revenue potential, will be challenged
to recognise the immediacy of the
opportunity before them.
In 2014, the industry is ready for a new
model. A revised operating paradigm
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that strips away layers of unnecessary
intermediation, draws back the curtain
on the mechanics of insurance and
risk management and shines a light on
the gains that can be achieved through
revisiting every aspect of risk, internal and
external to each market player.
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